WEBSTER ATHENS

COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES

SPRING I
ANSO 2025/HIST 2090/POLT 1000: The Greeks: Agamemnon to Alexander the Great [ROC/OCOM]
ANSO 2025: Greek Art and Archeology
ANSO 3100: Community Service Learning
ENGL 1900: Introductory Seminar in Literary Analysis
ENGL 2050: US Literature [ROC/WCOM]
ESLG 4000: English as a Second Language Level 4 (4 credits)
HLSC 1300: Open Water Diver (1 credit - $950 course fee)
ILC 1090: Elementary Modern Greek I [GLBL/INTC]
INTL 1050/POLT 1050: Introduction to International Relations [GLBL/INTC/CRI]
INTL 2700: Methods of Political Inquiry

SPRING II
ANSO 2025/HIST 1010/ILC 2150: Olympics: The Origins [GLBL/INTC]
ANSO 3100: Community Learning Experience
ANSO 3110: The Arch Sites of Greece: The On-Site Experience
ANSO 4110/HIST 4100/INTL 4600/POLT 4100: The Ambassadors’ Sociopolitical Forum
ENGL 2035: History of the Novel [ROC/WCOM]
ENGL 4600: Portfolio Review (1 credit)
HLSC 1300: Open Water Diver (1 credit - $950 course fee)
ILC 1100: Elementary Modern Greek II
INTL 1500: The World System Since 1500 [GLBL/INTC]
INTL 4620: Overview (1 credit)
POLT 1070: Introduction to Political Theory [ROC/CRI]
POLT 3310: Conduct of Foreign Policy

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE & HEALTH

SPRING I
PSYC 1100: Introduction to Psychology [SSHB/CRI]
PSYC 1800: Careers in Psychology (1 credit)
PSYC 4550: Drug and Chemical Dependency

SPRING II
PSYC 2950: Psychology of Adulthood and Aging
PSYC 3000: Consumer Psychology
PSYC 4750: Advanced Statistics
PSYC 4825: Senior Thesis
PSYC 4950: Senior Assessment (1 credit)

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS & TECHNOLOGY

SPRING I
ACCT 2010: Financial Accounting
BUSN 1000: Business Spreadsheets (1 credit)
BUSN 3500: Business and Global Issues (1 credit)
BUSN 4500: Ethical Issues in Business (1 credit)
COSC 1800: Python Programming
COSC 4110: Database Concepts
ECON 3100/MNGT 2150: Business Ethics
ECON 3100: Consumer Behavior
MNGT 2500: Marketing
MNGT 3150: Consumer Behavior
WSBT 2000: Career Exploration (1 credit - $22 course fee)
WSBT 2300: Personal Branding (1 credit)
WSBT 2700: Career Management Strategies (1 credit)

SPRING II
ACCT 2025: Managerial Accounting
BUSN 3150: Business Information Systems
BUSN 3710: Entrepreneurial Financial Management
COSC 1570: Mathematics for Computer Science
MATH 1430: College Algebra [QL]
MNGT 4330: International Marketing
MNGT 4570: Marketing Research

SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS

SPRING I
MDST 1160: Communication for Media Professionals
MDST 2500: Professional Development for Media Studies

SPRING II
MDST 3260: Global Media Practice [GLBL/INTC]
MDST 3700: The Ambassadors’ Sociopolitical Forum
SPCM 1040: Public Speaking [ARTS/OCOM]

*courses are subject to change*

WWW.WEBSTER.EDU/STUDY-ABROAD
WEBSTER ATHENS

MA INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

SPRING I
INTL 5100: War and Diplomacy

SPRING II
INTL 5100: Research Methods and Perspectives
INTL 5860 Issues in International Politics

MA TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

SPRING I
TESL 5030: Linguistics for Language

SPRING II
TESL 5710: Teaching English Grammar

MA PSYCHOLOGY

SPRING I
PSYC 5100: Approaches to Counseling and Therapy

SPRING II
PSYC 5400: Research Design

MA MBA

SPRING I
BUSN 5100: Introduction to Project Management
MBA 5500: Information Support for Decision Making

SPRING II
BUSN 5000: Business
BUSN 5700: Advances in Project Management
MBA 5910: Cases in Value Creation ($42 course fee)

*courses are subject to change*
WEBSTER ATHENS
SIGNATURE COURSES

SPRING I

ANSO 2025/HIST 2090/POLT 1000: The Greeks: Agamemnon to Alexander the Great [ROC/OCOM]
The course traces the rich and varied history of Greece from 800 B.C. to 300 B.C. when the Greeks made a series of intellectual discoveries that propelled the Mediterranean world to a new level of civilization. This phenomenon has been called the Greek miracle as well as “the glory that was Greece” the Greek genius, the Greek enlightenment, the Greek triumph, the Greek experiment, the Greek idea, and even the Greek ideal. This course examines the features and the causes of this “conceptual breakthrough” that characterizes the history of Greece.

ANSO 2520/ARHS 2350: Greek Art & Archaeology
A survey of the art and archaeology of Greece from the Early Bronze Age up through the Hellenistic period. Special emphasis is given to the Minoan and Mycenean civilizations, and to archaic and classical Athens. The course combines classwork with visits to museums and archaeological sites of Athens and Greece, with a particular emphasis on the ways in which art forms mirror the ideals and beliefs of the ancient Greeks.

ANSO 3100: Community Service Learning
This course is designed to provide students with the basic skills and knowledge of community work and to introduce them to the actual practice of community work. Service learning is a “blending of both service and learning goals in such a way that both occur and are enriched by each other” (Pocket to Service learning, 1999, p.3). Through placements in local agencies/organizations students learn first-hand how to apply their learning in real practical situations.

HLSC 1300: Open Water Diver (2 credits)*
Throughout the course, you will learn the fundamentals of scuba diving, including dive equipment and techniques. Upon successful completion of the course, you will be awarded with a diving wall certificate and a diving card (Divers License). You will earn this rating by completing five pool dives (or confined water dives) and knowledge development sessions (classroom), and by making four open water (ocean or lake) dives. As a certified PADI Open Water Diver - the most widely recognized and respected rating in the world - you have the freedom to dive with a buddy, independent of a professional, anywhere in the world. PADI (Professional Association of Diving Instructors) programs are performance based. You proceed as you demonstrate mastery of the course skills which allows you to work at a pace that is comfortable for you.
*Course Fee: $950

SPRING II

ANSO 2025/ILC 2150/HIST 1010: Olympics ... The Origins [GLBL/INTC]
The course examines Ancient Greek Olympic rituals and practices and their relation to Ancient Greek philosophy/society in an integral historical study. This course investigates the philosophical foundations of the “Olympic Ideal”. The ancient Greeks believed in “a sound mind in a sound body.” The bodily virtues were emphasized in Plato as prerequisites to good citizenship and in Aristotle as accompaniments to both the mental virtues and the ethical virtues. Physical fitness was viewed as a constituent element in paideia. Olympic Athletes competed for an olive wreath and glory. The history of the Olympics will be traced in the context of Greek philosophical and political development.

ILC 1090: Elementary Modern Greek Language I [GLBL/INTC]
Students are introduced to the vocabulary and grammar of Modern Greek, mainly within the first 7 units of the text. They focus mainly on conversational Greek, but they also practice writing exercises and short paragraphs. The ultimate purpose of the course is to get the students interested in learning the language both in a fun and meaningful manner, especially for personal use in the target environment.

*courses are subject to change
**WEBSTER ATHENS**

**SIGNATURE COURSES**

**SPRING II CONT**

**ANSO 3100: Community Service Learning**
This course is designed to provide students with the basic skills and knowledge of community work and to introduce them to the actual practice of community work. Service learning is a “blending of both service and learning goals in such a way that both occur and are enriched by each other” (Pocket to Service learning, 1999, p.3). Through placements in local agencies/organizations students learn first-hand how to apply their learning in real practical situations.

**ANSO 4110/HIST 4100/POLT 4100/MDST 3700/JOUR 3190/PBRL 3150: The Ambassadors’ Sociopolitical Forum**
The Ambassador’s Forum is an innovative program of Webster University, Athens Campus. The Forum offers the rare opportunity to students majoring in International Relations, Political & Social Sciences, and Communications to attend lectures given by Ambassadors from various countries who know diplomacy and international relations best. The program has been running with increasing success for ten consecutive years and it has been enthusiastically attended by students from multi-cultural backgrounds. More than 400 Ambassadors in Athens have honored the Forum, and we are indebted to them for their invaluable contribution to the success of this curriculum. The Ambassador’s Forum takes place at the Webster Athens Cultural Center, in Plaka at the foothills of the Acropolis.

**HLSC 1300: Open Water Diver (2 credits)**
Throughout the course, you will learn the fundamentals of scuba diving, including dive equipment and techniques. Upon successful completion of the course, you will be awarded with a diving wall certificate and a diving card (Divers License). You will earn this rating by completing five pool dives (or confined water dives) and knowledge development sessions (classroom), and by making four open water (ocean or lake) dives. As a certified PADI Open Water Diver - the most widely recognized and respected rating in the world- you have the freedom to dive with a buddy, independent of a professional, anywhere in the world. PADI (Professional Association of Diving Instructors) programs are performance based. You proceed as you demonstrate mastery of the course skills which allows you to work at a pace that is comfortable for you.

*Course Fee: $950*

**ILC 1100: Elementary Modern Greek Language II**
This course is a sequel to Elementary Modern Greek I; it covers chapters 8-15 in which students further reinforce basic skills learned in Greek I, and at the same time they learn and try to put to use new and more challenging language skills necessary for everyday living and communication.

*courses are subject to change*